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Rot■ No. 2. Once having got over 
my gulp of surprise at seeing this 
again, I perused it with intrest.
Still it wasn't till Page 5 that ray 
blood pressure rose. This Sheila 
of yours, Mai, had better be careful 
of her remarks anent the Scots, We 
have got a lot more more men to be . 
proud of apart from Burns----starting
with Atom. It was no trouble at all 
to have^sentenced to Siberia, remember? 
Otherwise I enjoyed this rambling 
affair, sniffed disdaindully at Vernon 
tho, he did-much better the last time 
I read him. "—

Some of the remarks were a little dated, 
but did not spoil the reading.

Un Peu etc. This seems a hopeful affair.. 
Ompans with, money, there are any?

Steam, Vol. 5 No. 4. Ah, 
what have I got to do to

Ken, but 
persaude

■U°rph- No, Between you and Haemogoblin I had a weary time of it. 
Iwaa -ookinE for H in the bundle and kept passing it over as I thought 
it was Morph. Jfr lad?..but the time I wasted... * ~
your front cover as I pawed wildly through, never the"back?

?/oz. No. 5 
another; time? 
in favour of a change in fashion. ’ 

tbe one I meant. Dunno about it being unsophisticated

you are a disappointment to me. Just 
a Big Steam out of your reluctant typer?

you and Haemogoblin I had a weary time of it.

My lad?..but the time I wasted...of course I kept seeing

Can't think of any Jane books, or are you thinking of the Abbey girls’ 
They were quite well written, if a trifle smooth. Looking at your list 
f films, yes I can remember the Astaire one, the best he made I think. 

Not going to cross swords with me over Widmark? I have been to see two 
in PJay3^ "he Th3&tre Club' Both Cresting, but neither
- . he least way harmful- You keep up your usual high standard here.

perhaps you will give us some more on the Bust Tonic 
^os®es(s^-nS what is known as a petite figure I*am all 

' Thanx for reprinting the poem, yes that
tKt sense of „nder you hevo'fli for Vim*
never forget the thrill I got reading it, going hor.e on the bu^ fJom oL of 

(Duplicator's note. Sorry, Ethel, but the duper got temperamental and 
refused to have anything to do with the stencil you sent^me, so I retvned 
this page for you. . Hope I haven’t mucked it up , too much. Bobbie.)



my first fan msetim®. It was then too that I developed a strong 
BsnBs oflawed admiration for a^guy called Willis, which not all ths 
Bsrry stories has since shaken. I an thoroughly er2?^+TXI? * 
of *1 Remember’ , and if you dare to miss a mailing with it I 
probably hurst &fito tsars. Could do with some of those delightful 
drawings fr&m bhielains< . _

VK^nTSTsT Vbs the cover wap_ superb, but look at the 
7^7kF Wfcrdim my mixed fee 1ft ng s on figuring it out. Still

* wit^ no little pride that I gas® cn this ere* After all, I 
help at its birth pangs. Never will I fdlgst helping to assemble 

the first issue, Which Alan had thoughtfully interleaved with the 
bast toilet paper. I just can’t imagine you singing’. I hope your 
intreat in havim H illoed so well will infect a few other ompans 
I have ng doubt you will ham on grimly to Brian, _
How fere you mention tM MW Club and never mention^?-Gladto 
hear you should now be regularly with -a*, and keep up the yaiX-good 
wk, • V..7:7' ■ ' ■ ' ;W ’■■
-surd/'NoX •' .. ibiiis jifc.thiw>at give jm dh
of grandeur and dream about putting^0^®.on ^® ke®Pto ksepw»Hn 
Then I soberly reflect on.the amount gf time it t*i$e 
Ompa, apd drop back tg earth• Ah but I do like a man with strong 
opinions od hie bwp* ' . ■. ■
*ZWiv»; So 12, I havn‘t a due either Where your search is going

U sS~aki look at WUPFOSQ I have Joon subconciou-ly
faarlm this day since th® Search started. £®ts h^ you pa a 
speedily from Ethel Lining nt to tkxo|e enagg^ble mentioned,
so that® how you pronounce Galaxy'. Due to W ™
quitearitzy vocabulary that< I never da» ube. it?
that I have never heard the words spgksn, Seem® a waste son t it? 
i am now' readlm thru ABM andmuet sadly say it® a good job i naa— 

not have got one. Comprenee?f About three g< my friends ar pQn*t 
liable to tear their hair at your obsarvasions on my maigins. Ron 
you know the y have been nattering at‘mo for months to ma to them 
bigger? Pelt quite disappointed at there being no iron crosses, I 
value your awards •
Vagary, Nq~4T~ Pausing t® admire the cover, and wondering if I ***• 
’Sdfe, it took »i Ogee to discover what Mercers Day was all about, I 
hasten on. Blush imfuriously over pl I hurry onreven faster to 
ohuolOs heartily over the-Vanishing Bods. The poem had vhe usual 
admirable sentiments, bttt somelyow the ihytfrm seemed to J;?0“* Jt0 
rfgncd telling m» hiw good the Atchors are, to ms they stink, but 
then I think most of the BBC drama dept doos. All their actors ougfel 
to h&va been drowned at birth. By gollyl. none of them are going to. 
grow on mA Liked the article, more please.



Veritas- No. The covers were masterpieces! As to the .contents one 
really must admire those hoys, they never dresn of dismissing an argumen 
in a few paragraphs, and I love the deadly courtesy that pervadescall thi . 
Is tobudgies? well I have met a few, some that talked, some that were 
dumb. I have a much clearer recollection of a parrot which a neighbour had 
when I was a child. This parrot just plagued the life out of me by fcreve 
calling ‘Ethel*. I never know whether my Mother or the pa^ot 
think in this budgie dispute I will stay pretty neutral. V/ho am I to argue 
with cither Berry or Shaw?
Blunt No.l I enjoyed your dialogue with the carpenter, you have a flair 
for this kind of thing. Also your reviews arc very good again. You pack 
quite a lot of moat into them. Err.. I note the 'it s only a sex symbol .. 
Nov; I handed over a bundle of Timo mags to you, somewhere among them was an 
article on the theory of Hi-fi addicts and sex, Does^theahoye quote.stem* 
from reading the article? I nearly cut out 
then lost my nerve - that’s why you got the 
mad at me now - I didn't write the article, 
I read it. Care to quote some of it to the

, Does the above quote stem 
the article to send to you, but 
whole bundle of mags* Don*t be 
merely nearly died laughing as 
other Ompans?

Noise Level. No.8. I liked it; and it was intresting, thank yuh.

Zymic I agree with your thoughts on the blood curdling procedure. I hate 
to see anything wanted that I might have to latch out good money for.
Nifty lettering! Can you figure out a way of getting Ify Fair Lady on a record, 
from the tape? Nould gladly by the record if it could be done. Y/hen you 
mention seeing the comet, you don’t tell about the dreadful cold you go 
hanging out the window looking for it. The sacrifices made in.the name of 
Science! We could do with this in,every mailing Vin/,

Launching"Site. June ’$7? Ferris ouch,* The next time Sarah Russell in
furiates Joy and yourself - let * s all write protesting letters, hmmm? The 
Journeying Boy is about the scientist ♦ s son who knows there is a plot to 
kidnap him. I heartily applaud your example of a bad review, I try to watch 
it myself but as you say it is a trap easy to fall into. As'usual your 
reviewing is impeccable and a target for us all to aim at.

Apollo Play. No.l, Not a clue as to what the title means, however. I’ 11 
ask Archie, he'll know - hey Archie? And Ray, how would you like to intro
duce yourself to us? From internal evidence you are a teacher, male I 
teenk, but you give me the awful feeling as if I were eavesdropping onto 
a private conversation.

Pooka No. ST Your neglected muscle item struck a sour note with me. 
Reminded of~too many lectures I have dosed through . Of all the dreary 
subjects, Anatomy takes the cake.* Now this is waht I do like, when you tell 
us something about yourself. Or am I the only one who likes to have at least 
some background knowledge of my fellow ompans?

(Note by Bobbie, Sorry, Ethel, but you will see by page 2 that the typer 
you borrowed didn’t take kindly to stencilling. Hope you don t mind this 
cockeyed stencil instead.)



Dimensions,16. I like your drawings Lee, so please can we have some more 
of them? Well, even if you didn’t come up with. anything very constructive 
your random thoughts on fandom were intresting. On point, where docs the 
phrase "composing on the sticks" come from7 Frankly I love your typos, makes 
me mourn less over my own, but tell me don't you ever get a postcard from 
Archie about them? I can proudly say I used to get lots, Lately though he 
has either been too busy to bother, or given mo up as a bad job. One last 
thing, I thought that horse could have done with some shading to moke him 
perfect. ■" , ,

Phenotype. CIV. Pretty pchtur on the cover. Good reviewzinos are always 
welcome, tho I oast a darkling eye ever the way you whisk by so many good 
ones - well, I moan to say - Schnerdlites! Honest, I am not pulling your 
leg, lily schoolgirl mag featured a character who wore a monocle, and spoke 
in the 'Bai jove, I say fellas* type of language.

Century Note, 0. Beautifully produced and illoed, and what I say to start 
off with - is attaboy Saute J Rapp and Grcnnell were both good, but Dean had 
a head out front- And I am awed all to blazes at your having fan fiction 
by Willis. There is nap doot aboot it, you should have got Taff. I weep.

FANannia, Slightly on the mad side, but likable.

Y/hich brings us to the end of the mailing. I give you all my nod of 
approval, you are good little boys and girls and (mostly) have pulled up 
your socks remarkably well.

Not that I am finished.. Ho no, there is still a lot of post-mails clutter
ing up the place. To wit

The Lesser Flea.~~No.~~Unrpty Umph7 I feel really enthusiastic about this, 
Just what I like. Joy on all topics, me in my element.

St up e f y i .ng St or ie s. V5No6 and V5NoB. Dear Richard, be a lamb and tell me 
your approx age, then I'll be able to put such information as your English 
term paper in its proper perspective. I have been silently chuckling my way 
through these, but gave out a guffaw at Versin's decision that all Fapans 
can understand French illos. More please.

Contour No. 11~. Thank you for giving us Grennell at his best. Glad that 
Ed Cox gives us a few vital statistics. Wish a few more would emulate him 
for the sake of iggernent folk like me. Dunno if I was reading something 
very wise but Chappell made me feel as if I were. Your contributors all came 
thru much stronger than yourself, Bob, mean it that way?

(Note by Bobbie. No room to explain on previous page, Ethel, but I had to 
over ink when doing your stencils and then the flaming lot would come thru* 
at once. Not your fault - it's the typer you had to borrow and the fact 
that the duper I'm using will find every possible excuse to get tempera
mental end it picked on Scottishc, which I consider is too good a zine to 
be wrecked so I'm not letting it got away with It.)



Gallery No 5&6. I take a dim view of those interminable journeys to and 
■from*Cons y'-know. In my opinion Vfe.lt did it in the Harp Statewide - and 
anything after is a straining at the unattainable. I read the Goon Mystery 
avidly, and of course I know all the answers, but I feel tha t as a Goon 
Agent myself it would be very unethical for me to take part. Boy.' you've 
got to think fast to be a member of the GDA.' Ooh, I’m wee alright, even in 
my high heels. I liked your letter column. Come to think of it you have 
the only ‘car* story that I have really enjoyed. Mostly they are only of 
intrest to other car owners, on this side of the pond there are very few 
in fandom.

Ibidem. Mo 3 A. A gorgeous cover. I have already seen it written that 
J?at Lyons is giving up illoing for fans. This is very sad - is her reason 
for quitting anything that pleas can do to fix? Particularly as this would 
have been a very dull affair without her.

Innuendo. No. 5. According to their respective editorials - a lively 
pair! Admired the gall of Brandon. Look forward to what you will produce 
next, gues it won’t be boring.'

EXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXSXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZXZX

PRODUCTION , NOTE

This issue is only appearing through the fact that I am very rich in 
good friends. First of all Atom gives me a handsome cover and a contents 
page — a GOOD GOOD manJ

Next, as I find that being on holiday I will never make the deadline 
Bobbie saves the day by very kindly offering to do the duping for me. As 
she is very busy lass.. three cheers for her,'

_ next problem was the typer, I could not carry my own home with me. 
Still, I thought I would have no difficulty in hiring one, how wrong I was. 
Just can't get one anywhere here. However, a non-fannish friend had picked 
up an old one at an auction, and lent me that. It is a very old model 
Monarch, so I hope the reproduction will not be too bad . I have to stop 
and clear the keys with a brush after nearly every line.. >

Lastly, thanks to MaciaVarley who gives my pages a welcome variety.

GOOD people, one and all.

(Note by Bobbie. Well, Ethel, you will have gathered by now that the 
Monarch’s reproduction wasn't so hot, which is why I've never seen a model 
called Monarch on the market most probably. With it's reproduction it never 
gou around to a Crown Prince. And why I’m doing your duping after all the 
ride 'things you've said about the Archers I really don't know. My fee for 
doing this is that you listen to the Archers for a month, then give out with 
another criticism - if you're not an addict by then.)





For a long time I had 
thought that most people 
had stepped believing in 
Flying Saucers, that the 
only remaining believers 
were cranks and would-be 
mystics. During the last couple 
of weeks. however, several people a a —
whom I considered to be intelligent realists.havc Pro^eS®^.^ origin 
these "Unidentified Flying Objects" and their f‘tra-^<=strial r has 
I am personally convinced that they do NOT exist and. 
sprung up as a result of irresponsible rumour-mongering and some ill 
advised'official secrecy in the United States. 1 think that for 
of discussing their existence we might take a few of the so-call 
Native" versions and try to explain the^naturally. propose toigno^

some 
face

versions and try to explain them naturally. I propose to ignore 
of the weirder tales like that of a figure nine feet tall, with a re 
and a green body rushing around West Virginia hissing at people.

First, consider the case of Capt. Thomas Kartell who tried to per
cept one those objects in his fighter plane. He radioed that he was closing 
iJat' 20,000 feet, then nothing more was heard from him. His body was 
fou^d in the wrecked plane the following day and the rumour spread that he 
hadbeen killed by a death-ray, though officially his death was put,down' to 
a black-out due to lack of oxygen. According to Dr. Donald Mensel in his 
book "Flying Saucers", Mantoll was deceived by a sub-sun which view is sub
stantiated by the illustrations he provides of a sub-sun beneath a cloud.

(Sub-sun-- Seen through the densest parts of Earth’s atmosphere along the 
curvature of the horizon. Low-lorn stars or_tho sinking sun often

snow-particles, reflecting the sun like mirrors, chasrng each other as the 

snow eddied.
Most of the other sightings can be explained by natural causes. ^In 

most cases the saucers seem to possess the intelligence
of planes trying to intercept then. Dr. Menzel suggests the sol

ution to this. Only a mirror could do as well. The saucers twi t 
in sympathy with the movement of the aircraft, avoiding contact and dis* 
avrncarinc suddenly. Doesn’t this suggcstreflections.and mirages due t 
bending of light-rays in the atmosphere which acts like a lens The sun 
and the moon, distant aircraft, balloons and kites can cause reflections 



■??'. clouds, on ice-crystals and on rain-drops. Distant mountain peaks give 
the appearance of "cigars” or '’cones’1 in the sky. Pools of -water, raised 
an the air by mirage, look like discs and can move at fantastic speeds, The 
glowing, fiery discs or cigars are, in reality, no more than shooting stars, 
meteorites or the effects of the Aurora,

Now lot us look at the most substantial case. In July 1952 the radar 
sweep at National Airport, Washington, showed strange "Blips” on the screen. 
These"aircraft” raced at a phenomenal speed into the traffic areas and ap
peared to be flying over the White House and the Capitol, which are both 
prohibited flying areas. The blips then disappeared suddenly. This was a 
hefty club in the hands of the rumour-mongers, a machine ha no imagination, 
they cried, they cannot be put down as hallucinations. It had been proved, 
however, during the war that radar sets 'cannot distinguish between reality 
and.mirage. A radar set will register electromagnetic waves reflected from 
an insubstantial thing such as a mirage equally with the electromagnetic 
waves from a solid object, such as an aircraft. Further, the weather at 
this time, prolonged drought and intense heat, was ideal for mirage effects.

Leave the present for a while and look back at much earlier reports. 
In 600 B.C. Ezekial saw a "wheel within*a wheel” in the sky. Later,”in 
A.D. 75, Pliny reports a hovering "discei". In 1462 many celestial wonders 
were observed, only in fitting with the outlook of the time, they were re
ferred to as "flying dragons" and "will o* the wisps”, 1882 was the year 
of the "great Saucer Scare" in Europe, 1886, 1887 and 1894 were the American 
years for the sightings. Presumably the saucer maniacs would have us be
lieve that laine observers have been content to sit up there for the past 
2,500 years. They must be burning up a hell of a lot"of fuel while won
dering waht to do about us. Could it be that they are waiting until we are 
technically advanced to make a decent fight of it? Or is it that there is 
some celestial United Nations which has spent 2,500 years debating what to 
do about us?

Isn’t it more feasible to say that these U.F.O.*s arc natrual pheno
mena., partly unexplained as yet? Man has always had a tendency to attri
bute natural phenomena to outside forces. The wind was the breath of the 
god. Thunder-bolts were the weapons of the god Mars and tho stars were but 
tae jewels set in the coiling, of heaven. To an African Native an eclipse 
once meant that a dragon was eating the sun, the boating of drums would 
scare the beast away - therefore they had a logical cause and effect.

I
Our people are"space-minded" now and obviously these strange occur

rences must bo space-ships. We are still very near to primitive man and 
arc still'looking for a divine explanation of the wonders of nature before 
looking for a natural one. Maybe it’s necessary for a world of neurotics 
to have something else to worry about.
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something of the main .

As I start to write 
this I have1 jlist fin
ished reading my Civil 
War Diary hy William 
Howard Russell- I had 
chosen it and carried 
it off home before I
discovered to my surprise^ 
that it was edited by 
Fletcher "trait? and a 
very good introduction, 
too- Russell invented the profession 
of war correspondent and represented 
the Times- He was the same man whose 
dispatches from the Crimea prompted the 
improvements fo the troops there and the 
Florence Nightingale mission- X found it 
fascinating reading, many of the names were 
unfamiliar to me, but not too many. I have not 
been an avid filmgoer for years without learning _______
characters in the Civil War-' Apart from the subject matter Russell was 
a good writer. A good objective reporter, too. He was never content 
with a ’handout1, he always went to see for himself. I think you would
all like this one.

Note to U.S. convention-goers - 
Piccadilly:-

I spotted this sign in a shop at

Ici on Parle Francais
Si parla Italiana
Man sprecht Deutsch
Y/e understand American

The doctors have a professional magazine called "The Lancet", it 
carries an amusing correspondent whom I quote...

"Parents and psychiatrists may be concerned because cowboys and 
Indians have lost their appeal. All the current heroes are intrepid 
explorers of outer space and distant planets. But for one anaesthetist 

.‘it is a blessing. The six-year-old spaceman makes nonobjection to the 
bath-cap which is affixed pre-operativcly- It is so like a space helmet 
that it might have come straight from Dan Dare himself. The anaesthetic 
face-piece holds no terrors for the modern nipper, for all the best 
spacemen apparently breathe oxygen from a similar device. Induction 

is carried out smoothly with appropriate asides— "Airlock closed, No, 
2 motors ready" - so that the roaring in the cars which heralds 
unconsciousness follows quite naturally. The rocket motors are onJ, Some
how they never did swallow that yarn about the workmen outside in the 
street. * • This simple deception can be easily enhanced by the glittering 



paraphernalia on the average Boylets machine. A laryngoscope makes a fair 
space gun, an ethyl-chloride spray a convincing death-ray, and Magills 
forceps are just the job for removing meteorites from Martian hooves."

When the latest Orion camo out and Paul mentioned the time taken up 
by his big garden, I groaned in sympathy. There is a big one at the back 
of Courage House. It is no part of my job to look a fter it but I feel it 
sitting out there just luring me on to ny own destruction. At first, I 
kept severely aloof, contenting myself with just picking the flowers. Then 
the gardener planted some geraniums just as the heat wave started. Stirred 
by a sense of pity I watered them. I think, years from now I will look 
back upon that as my first unfortunate stop. The other night I spent a 
couple of hours (when I might have been cutting stencils.*) happily pruning 
the rose bushes. Should I really got caught by the gardening bug I shall 
probably disappear from view. You might have to send the Goon out to 
search for me. Alternatively, you may shrug your collective shoulders and 
say, -well, that’s got rid of that one!

I have no doubt that you will all have hoard of Collette, the famous 
French writer. But me, I get my larnin* in devious ways. Once on holi
day I mot an Algerian called Collette, and so when shortly after I was 
idly running my eyes along the library shelves, I naturally stopped at the 
name. That was how I came to read her "Chcrie and the last of Cheric. " 
Showing that I ?Jn not a very systematic reactor I confess that it is only 
now years later that I read a second book of hors "Creatures of Circum
stance." Qf course I may be wuite wtong, but her work sounds so French as 
the typical Briton is liable to think nebulously of that country. It has 
the fascination of something foreign and strange. Yet many of her obser
vations are so at one with ny own. She is particularly good with animals. 
Her cat, she says, was of the type with a strong personality that needs 
no nme..........." She was called 'Come here*, she was called TWherc have you
got to?1 and 'Where have you been?'. ..So now I know why I steadfastly re
fuse to call the cat here by the ridiculous name of Mr* Merry! 
fancy having a cat sneering at me. 
been what prompted me to address 
him at the most extravagant as 
"puss.."

I don’t
of self defence .has

My thoughts have drifted, back 
to the doctor I quoted earlier. I 
been musing on the thought that by 
the way he handled children, you can 
learn a lot about a man, I remem
ber one handsome, tall, new doctor f 
who arrived when I was at Glasgow. 
Ivy, but he was quite a glamour boy, 
with a real matinee idol profile. The 
female staff perked up no end when they 
saw him. This day I was assisting him 
with a queue of kids from 4 to 8 years.



All to have drops in their eyes, a thing they took a more than mild um
brage to. One 7 year old came in kicking and screaming. "Now, now" 
says Doc, "just let me put these drops in your eye, these are good drops", 
he said earnestly, "these are Fairy drops" he finished triumphantly. 
Fairy drops.’ I don’t know who looked at him with more incredulous eyes, 
the kid or I. Well, I always had harboured the sneaking feeling that he 
looked too good to be true, but that just cinched it for me. Any man who 
goes around nattering about fairy drops, well I wouldn’t be the least 
surprised...

All these stencils have been cut whilst I am here at home on holiday, 
though most of the material was brought with me and written earlier. My 
notes came to the end of the last paragraph. I have just figured out 
grimly that unless I leave a blank back page, I have a page nad a half 
of stencil to fill up. Of course I do have some more material by Brian, 
and I want to got this off to Bobbie today, so that she will have a decent 
amount of time for the duping. Yfell, I am always asking for background 
from other people, so I will tell you about Carnoustie-

It is on the cast coast of Scotland, by the North Sea. Right across 
from us is Germany. The beach is all sand and there are wonderful huge 
■sand dunes. I used to roll down them v?hen I was a child. Nowadays people 
arc afraid to go there as they were all mined during the war. Of course 
they were all cleared, but how can one clear mines from shifiting sand? 
Reports every now and then of the sheep being blown up keep us all away, 
Carnoustie is famous as a golf resort. I have never played the game, J 
though have sometimes acted as caddy to male relatives. You cannot live 
here long tho without learning something about the game. Also the Open 
Championships arc held here in their turn. The last time Ben Hogan won. 
Ever since his accident, Hogan had been one of my heroes. So for the one 
and only time I went round the course in the wake of a golfer, and joined 
the breathless gallery. I can now say I have seen Massine dance and Hogan 
play, and in both saw the controlled strength of genius.

Carnoustie isn't big, there is the main street, there is the beach < 
and the golf links and that's about all. Very quiet in the winter, but in 
the summer full of holiday makers. They arc well-catered for, there is a 
Development Association of citizens, who work out a daily programme. They 
have an "Uncle George" on the beach for the kids, who organise tide fights 
and games for them. For the adults there are contests of all kinds. I 
have been down to sec the August Princess competition, and the Braw Laddie, 
and the most charming Mother and Child.. if you are interested in people 
they are engrossing to watch. V/hat makes young boys march round the arena 
carrying their number? You would think they would run miles from such a 
thing. There was one winner's mother who was quite puzzled by it all. She 
had not knOTm he had gone in for the contest. She said "but if I had asked 
him to, I could have begged and pleaded and he would have turned such a 
"sissy" thing down, yet he goes in for it himself." She looked at her son, 
and she looked bwildered..Still sons who bewilder their mothers aren't rare.

Carnoustie House by rights ought to bo the home of the Laird, however 
it is years since there was a laird, and the last tenant was a retired 
admiral. After his death the house was bought 



by the Town Council,, they have been wondering what to do with it 
ever sinea. Wnile they are wondering they have turned the ground® 
cr»r to the public4 Last weak the Association of Sheep, Polio® and 
Army Beg® held theta annual trials there. I went to watch and aama 
away fall of admiration. I rootled through the bookcase and re
read the atory of the ’Seeing Eye’ doge. Thia is one of the few 
subjects that I am liable to wax'sentimental ober. It is the 
thought of the pride that these dogs brings back‘to a man,, that 
brt;rs the lump to my throat. I can heartily reorommend three tSooke 
or the subject-- "My eyes have a cold nose"----"The Story of the 
Seal** Eye* and ’First Lady of the Seeing Eye’ I'cannot recall 
the authors of the first two,, but the last is by Morri a Frank.

aud the only other thing I know about Carnoustie is that some 
folia say the nea» oomes from ’Craws ifcstie’ because of the 
great number of'crows we have,, and other folks say that that 
is just a lot of nonsense,, .

- - hoping you are the same,, 
bye now,,

Copyright. B^Biodh. Gyt-C^.C. — —


